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ABSTRACT

This thesis discusses the relationship between Pop art and the atomic age, focusing on the
work of Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, and Tom Wesselmann in the early to mid 1960s.
Although Pop art is often discussed as a straightforward sign of consumer culture, I argue that
there is a clear presence of nuclear anxieties in the work. Pop artists blatantly incorporated
materials, processes, and content from consumer society, simultaneously acting as American
Dream propaganda and revealing profound anxieties of the postwar nuclear climate. The use of
textual and visual primary source material compared with the artwork reveals formal and
conceptual connections to the post-nuclear landscape and implicates postwar cultural structures. I
conclude that Pop art is a direct manifestation of postwar society and shows the profound social,
economic, and political impact of World War II on America.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Post World War II America was marked by many significant economic, social, and
cultural shifts, including economic prosperity, a rise in consumerism, and the onset of the atomic
age. This climate fostered a new American art, which continually questioned the relationship
between art and society. This redefinition reflected the changing times in the aftermath of war
and rejected traditional art conventions to examine the universal human condition via process,
expression, and material. For instance, Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings, such as Full Fathom
Five (1947), disrupted conventions of painting by replacing illusionistic depth with real depth,
laying the canvas horizontally (rather than working vertically) to trace his gesture and using
house paint and other detritus (cigarette butts, screws, etc.) as material. Although Abstract
Expressionists, such as Pollock, focused on the gesture and the expression of the artist, NeoDada impulses towards the everyday “freed banal imagery” by incorporating recognizable
materials, symbols, and signs, as exemplified in works such as Robert Rauschenberg’s
Monogram (1955-59) and Jasper Johns’s Target with Plaster Casts (1955).1 This move towards
the commonplace and the everyday in art—while engaging with the social, political, and
economic impact of war—allowed for an extension of this vocabulary into the development of
the colorful, commercial, repetitive, and appropriative Pop art.2
Pop art asserted itself into postwar America as a rejection of abstraction. Turning away
from the Modernist trajectory established over the preceding two decades of gestural expression,
Pop artists blatantly incorporated materials, processes, and content from consumer society,

John Coplans, “Early Warhol: The Systematic Evolution of the Impersonal Style,” Artforum 8 (March 1970): 5259, repr. in Pop Art: A Critical History, ed. S. H. Madoff (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 294-301.
1

Coplans, “Early Warhol,” 294. Coplans argues Warhol’s “direct use of comic-strip imagery in Dick Tracy (1960),
Nancy and Popeye (both 1961) was an unexpected extension of [Rauschenberg’s and Johns’s] vocabulary.”
2

1

disrupting traditional art notions and capturing the attention of critics and the public. However,
this collapse of art and life was not a new sensation of the postwar American climate. Rather,
this artistic phenomenon can be traced to the introduction of Modernism, when artists began to
question the relationship between art and life. A 1990 exhibition, curated by Kirk Varnedoe,
High & Low: Modern Art and Popular Culture, demonstrated “a profound pattern of interaction
and influence” between modern art and popular culture.3 This engagement further reveals the
wide-reaching impact culture has on art and art on culture and provides an origination point for
the rise of Pop art as an embracement of art’s theretofore veiled relationship to popular culture.4
Although Pop art is often discussed as a straightforward sign of consumer culture, 5 this
paper argues that there is a clear presence of nuclear anxieties in the work of Andy Warhol, Roy
Lichtenstein, and Tom Wesselmann, particularly focusing on work produced in the early to mid
1960s.6 These nuclear anxieties are present in other consumer productions of the era, including
mushroom cloud imagery and linguistic references to the atomic bomb and nuclear fallout. This

Michael Kammen, “Historians and the Problem of Popular Culture in Recent Time,” in American Culture
American Tastes: Social Change and the 20th Century (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1999), 229-230. It is
worth noting that High & Low was considered very controversial because most reviewers were extremely critical of
Varnedoe’s efforts to categorize any evidence of interaction between high and low art.
3

Thomas Crow, “Fashioning the New York School,” in Modern Art in the Common Culture (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1996), 39-48. Crow argues that modernist painting “was seized upon and projected globally as an
emblem of American freedom” under the auspices of the Cold War. He argues Pollock’s work is literally and
figuratively used as an American backdrop—functioning as propaganda to support the United States as a dominant
world power and as a marker of the relationship between art and culture. Thus, Pollock’s Mural (1944) marks a shift
between art and how it relates to popular culture.
4

5

In the context of this thesis, consumer culture refers to a consumer driven society and its byproducts, including
mass media, popular culture, advertising, film, television, comics, among others.
6

By nuclear anxieties, I refer to the profound and often underlying fear of nuclear war and its consequences
manifested in societal responses to the atomic bomb and the nuclear arms race between the U.S.S.R and the U.S.A.
The post-nuclear landscape refers to a world in which nuclear technology exists. Further, it is important to note that
the Cuban Missile Crisis occurred in mid to late October 1962. Although this is somewhat tangential to the topic at
hand, I conjecture that this event, in close proximity to the United States, caused a prolific shockwave through all
aspects of culture, including art, and explains the large number of significant and influential works that are dated to
1963.

2

paper establishes this clear link between consumer society and the atomic age, and then, extends
the discussion to reveal formal and conceptual connections between Pop art and the post-nuclear
landscape via direct comparisons between the artwork and its source material. Thereby, Pop art
presents itself as a product of the era—manifesting the profound nuclear anxieties enveloping the
postwar American collective subconscious. However, it is important to note that Pop art is not
only appropriating nuclear anxieties from consumer culture; instead, its appropriative nature
supports it as more than one-dimensional consumer commentary. Three characteristics support
this meaning potential. First, communication and message transmission are inherently
ambiguous—meaning that transmission and reception are not necessarily the same. Second, the
media manipulates reality, both intentionally and unintentionally. Third, consumer society is not
the only source for the work. Dissimilar to other contemporaneous art movements, Pop art
intentionally and obviously engages with consumerism, communication devices, and societal
structures. This engagement suggests the extent to which Pop art responds to society. Further, its
formal insistence on appropriation forces an examination of the connection between referent
(source material) and utterance (artwork). Thus, the work simultaneously embodies the forces at
work in popular culture and communicates how culture reflects the society that produces it.
This introductory chapter proceeds with a brief overview of the Independent Group and
the critical reception of Pop art. This is followed by a discussion of appropriation and its
methodological use clarifies the concept and its purpose in this paper. I then introduce evidence
of the significant nuclear anxieties present in American society between 1945 and 1965,
including a brief discussion regarding the connection between violence and cultural productions
of the era. Finally, a review of previous scholarship on Pop art and the atomic age is presented.
The body of the paper is divided into three chapters, by artist: Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein,

3

and Tom Wesselmann. The focus on these artists allows for a reinterpretation of Pop art and its
sources to understand how it reveals postwar American social, economic, and political issues.
Pop art was neither unique to America nor from America. A persistent fixation, however,
on American culture was paramount to its origination. The British Independent Group,
considered the precursor to the American Pop movement, consisted of young artists, architects,
and critics interested in challenging traditional humanist assumptions. Embracing change and
inclusiveness in the aftermath of World War II, they became “pioneers of the new directions in
postwar cultural discourse.”7 While the United States quickly bounced back from the war,
Europe was left in physical, emotional, and economic ruin. Postwar Britain possessed a climate
of austerity with continued rationing and high taxation until 1951, when the Labour government
lost its working majority in Parliament and the election. 8 Despite the difficulties of everyday life
under these conditions, many began to realize the significance of culture in society. Barry Curtis
argues the Independent Group possessed an optimistic preoccupation with the abundance of
American consumer society in contrast to their own reality. 9 This relational difference between
postwar Britain and America reveals a desire for culture, change, and prosperity.
Artists associated with the Independent Group produced artwork incorporating American
ads, science fiction, and other mass media material. This type of appropriation encouraged multilayered communicative possibilities in the work. Richard Hamilton’s Just what is it that makes
today’s homes so different, so appealing? (1956) (fig. 1) combined material from American

7

Jacquelynn Baas, introduction to The Independent Group: Postwar Britain and the Aesthetics of Plenty, ed. David
Robbins (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990), 8.
Graham Whitman, “Chronology,” in The Independent Group: Postwar Britain and the Aesthetics of Plenty, ed.
David Robbins (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990), 13.
8

Barry Curtis, “From Ivory Tower to Control Tower,” in The Independent Group: Postwar Britain and the
Aesthetics of Plenty, ed. David Robbins (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990), 221-28.
9

4

magazines, such as a cut-out from a vacuum advertisement, a Ford hood ornament, a cover of a
“Young Romance” comic, a body builder, a Tootsie Pop, and a carpet reminiscent of Pollock’s
drip paintings. The varied objects communicate on many levels;10 a viewer might not understand
that the carpet alludes to Abstract Expressionism, but the same viewer has eaten a Tootsie Pop.
These layers offer interpretive possibilities beyond each single sign for those who appreciate
them. For example, the placement of the Tootsie Pop in the body builder’s hand and jutting from
his crotch transforms the lollipop into a phallic object, inviting even further connections to
sexuality, desire, and fellatio.
Hamilton, an artist and member of the Independent Group, proposed “a table of
characteristics of Pop Art” in a letter to fellow Independent Group members Peter and Alison
Smithson in January 1957, which is considered the first definition of Pop art:11
Pop Art is:
Popular (designed for a mass audience)
Transient (short-term solution)
Expendable (easily-forgotten)
Low Cost
Mass produced
Young (aimed at youth)
Witty
Sexy
Gimmicky
Glamorous
Big Business12

Graham Whitman, “Richard Hamilton,” in The Independent Group: Postwar Britain and the Aesthetics of Plenty,
ed. David Robbins (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990), 69. Whitman argues, “the most important aspect of
[Hamilton’s] work is its ability to communicate on many levels, proposing a miscellany of possibilities which are at
once intellectual, witty, calculated, stimulating, and innovative.”
10

Richard Hamilton, “Letter to Peter and Alison Smithson,” repr. in Pop Art: A Critical History, ed. S. H. Madoff
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 5. The letter is dated “16th January 1957.”
11

12

Hamilton, “Letter,” 5-6.

5

Along with Hamilton’s quasi definition are ruminations on the “objective” of important Pop art
events, such as the seminal 1956 This is Tomorrow exhibition, and a questioning of the
“‘sincerity’ of Pop Art.”13 Hamilton’s need for a written set of rules declaring what is Pop art in
order to rate an artwork’s compliance is indicative of a contemporary need for a critical
discourse that possessed the necessary vocabulary and potential for examining this new art. 14
Similarly, critic Lawrence Alloway, a fellow member of the Independent Group, in “The Arts
and the Mass Media,” published in February 1958, expands the contemporary critical discourse
of Pop art to discuss how the relationship between art and mass media shifts the definition of
culture and expands the framework for the communication it offers. 15 Other critics, such as Lucy
Lippard and Gene Swanson, embraced the new movement and its “capacity to articulate the
realities of a society thoroughly permeated by mass culture,” asserting the contemporary need for
critical frameworks able to discuss and offer insight into Pop art outside of formalism. 16 “The
critical hangover of high Modernist formalism” furthered Pop art’s disconnect from fine art and
hindered its reception into serious critical inquiries. 17
This disconnect from High art was fueled by the use of appropriation over gestural
abstraction. However, the appropriation of images, themes, processes, and motifs is not a new
phenomenon to art. The emergence of this practice in modern art is connected with Cubism and

13

Hamilton, 5-6.

Hamilton, 5. Hamilton states: “This solution could then be formulated and rated on the basis of compliance with a
table of characteristics of Pop Art,” where “this solution” is “some kind of art.”
14

15

Lawrence Alloway, "The Arts and the Mass Media," Architectural Design and Construction 28 (February 1958),
34-35, repr. in Art in Theory: 1900–2000: An Anthology of Changing Ideas, ed. Charles Harrison and Paul Wood
(Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), 715-717.
16

Sara Doris, Pop Art and the Contest over American Culture (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 2.

17

Lisa Pasquariello, "Ed Ruscha and the Language that He Used," October 111 (Winter, 2005), 88.

6

Dadaism. Notably Pablo Picasso began incorporating non-art objects, such as oil cloth and
newspapers, into his compositions in 1912, and Marcel Duchamp used utilitarian objects in his
ready-mades as early as 1913. This type of physical engagement with the real world questioned
traditional art conventions and representation. Appropriation continued to develop through the
first half of the twentieth century, when Pop art’s direct and apparent use of popular culture and
mass media marked a significant shift in its use. The next wave of appropriation begins in the
late 1970s with the seminal Pictures exhibition, which transformed appropriation; no longer
could it be viewed as only a repurposing of materials and images. This exhibition impacted
postmodernist theory and complicated the concept of appropriation.
Pictures (1977), an exhibition at the Artists Space, New York, organized by critic
Douglas Crimp, focused on work that complicated theoretical ideas of authorship and
authenticity.18 The artists used appropriated representations and presented “a new sense of the
image as ‘picture.’”19 Crimp wrote: “We are not in search of origins but of structures of
signification: underneath each picture there is always another picture.” 20 Influenced by
poststructuralist theories of authorship and intertextuality, the critical assertion is that there is no
true original, and thus, no true author—every image contains multiple images and thus multiple
authors. The theoretical implications of this postmodern notion embody tensions of
representation and dismiss the possibility of absolute meaning. 21 Crimp, in his catalog essay for

Rosalind Krauss, “1977a: The Pictures Exhibition Identifies a Group of Young Artists Whose Strategies of
Appropriation and Critiques of Originality Advance the Notion of ‘Postmodernism’ in Art,” in Art Since 1900, 3rd
ed., (New York: Thames and Hudson, 2016), 672.
18

19

Krauss, 672.

20

Douglas Crimp, “Pictures,” October 8 (Spring 1979), 87.

Andy Grundberg, “The Crisis of the Real,” in Crisis of the Real: Writings on Photography, 3rd ed., Aperture
Ideas: Writers and Artists on Photography (New York: Aperture Foundation, 1999), 12.
21

7

Pictures, stated in regard to the exhibited artists:22 “representation has returned in their work not
in the familiar guise of realism, which seeks to resemble a prior existence, but as an autonomous
function…It is the representation freed from the tyranny of the represented.” 23 Thus, the works,
with their intentional appropriation of connotative and recognizable imagery transcend the
absolution of overdetermined meaning in what is represented and instead achieve signification
“in relation to other representations.” 24
Although this paper does not dismiss the extensive postmodern discourse regarding
originality, authorship, and authenticity as it relates to appropriation, it focuses on how
appropriation is used as a representation of mass culture, and thus, society. This representation is
further complicated by the notion that it is a cultural construction—what is represented is only
representable in relation to other representations. This process of recontexualization allows for
meaning to be traced. Appropriation requires a source, and this source acts as a referent. This
referent is “characterized by its ability to be cited,”25 and this locates the referent as a past
utterance. Thus, an artwork using appropriation becomes a performative event, as its utterance
depends on convention. 26 Further, the performance of the work is not necessarily connected to
the artist’s intention, as the performance is a societal structure based on previous utterances. 27
For instance, appropriating from Life magazine is significant and performative, not because of

22

The five artists featured in Pictures (1977), at Artists Space, were Troy Brauntuch, Jack Goldstein, Sherrie
Levine, Robert Longo, and Philip Smith.
23

Douglas Crimp, “Pictures,” in Pictures (New York: Artists Space, 1977), 5.

24

Crimp, 5.

25

Raoul Moati, Derrida/Searle: Deconstruction and Ordinary Language, trans. Timothy Attanucci and Maureen
Chun (New York: Columbia University Press, 2014), 55.
26

Moati, 70.

27

Moati, 55.

8

the artist’s intentions, but because of the established cultural structures Life represents, rather
than an artist’s intention to use it. Therefore, the performativity in the act of appropriation,
regardless of the intention of the artist, allows one to trace the citation to its source and uncover
intrinsic meaning;28 thus, one is able to not only examine the meaning inherent to the original
context but also analyze the meaning appended to the citation. Significance is implicated not
only in the elements that remain intact between the referent and the utterance, but also those
elements that are deleted and/or modified. Thereby, each artwork may contain multiple referents
simultaneously amalgamating into a performative gesture possessing cultural significance.
This, at times grotesque, amalgamation binds cultural forces together to produce complex
societal systems reflected in the work. Art historically, appropriation used in conjunction with
violent cultural, economic, and political happenings is not a new occurrence.29 The Dada
movement (c. 1916-1924) manifested the thoughtless loss of human life during World War I by
using appropriation to mock the supposedly logical thought of modern society with its killing
machines. Thus, the rise of the cutting, stealing, tearing, and stripping of images, words, and
ideas from mass and popular culture is not coincidental to the contemporaneous time period—
Dada is to World War I as Pop art is to postwar America. The Cold War began in 1947; 30 official

Jacques Derrida, “Signature Event Context,” trans. Samuel Weber and Jeffrey Mehlman, Glyph 1 (1977), repr. in
Limited Inc., ed. Gerald Graff (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1988), 12, 18. The essay was originally
published in French as “Signature événement contexte” in Marges de la Philosophy by Editions de Minuit in 1972.
28

29

Michael Corris, "Word and Image in Art since 1945," in Art, Word and Image: 2,000 Years of Visual/Textual
Interactions (London: Reaktion Books, 2010), 215. Although Corris does not directly equate appropriation with the
interplay of word and image in art since 1945, he asserts “the dialogue between word and image in art presented
artists of the post-war period with a means to stave off cultural paralysis,” and asks, in regards to “the conjunction
‘word’ and ‘image’” in art in the aftermath of World War II: “What possibilities did these two pillars of expression
conjure up for artists still struggling to come to grips with the enormous cost, in human and material terms, of that
historic conflict?”
30

The start of the Cold War is generally understood to align with the Truman Doctrine in 1947, although different
historians argue for other dates.

9

US involvement in the Vietnam War is dated to 1955;31 John F. Kennedy was assassinated in
1963. As art historian and critic Max Kozloff has discussed, these assaults on American freedom
printed, broadcast, and screened for consumption by the American public correlate to the rise of
violent appropriative gestures of Pop art following World War II. 32
One such violent occurrence that resonates following World War II is the fixation on the
atomic bomb. Paul S. Boyer, a U.S. cultural and intellectual historian, specialized in the response
of the American public to existential threats throughout U.S. history.33 His most well-known
works examined the long-term cultural impact of the atomic bomb,34 noting in the Introduction
to By the Bomb’s Early Light: American Thought and Culture at the Dawn of the Atomic Age:
If a scholar a thousand years from now had no evidence about what had happened in the
United States between 1945 and 1985 except books produced by cultural and intellectual
historians of that era, he or she would hardly guess that such a thing as nuclear weapons
had existed. … We have somehow managed to avert our attention from the pervasive
impact of the bomb on this dimension of our collective experience. 35

31

Although the Vietnam War was part of a longer, drawn out conflict in Southeast Asia, the Military Assistance
Advisory Group (a group of US military advisers who assist in foreign military matters) was deployed to Vietnam
on November 1, 1955, by President Eisenhower, marking the United State’s official involvement in the conflict.
Max Kozloff, “American Painting During the Cold War,” Artforum 8 (March 1970), 52-59, repr. in Pop Art: A
Critical History, ed. S. H. Madoff (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 363. Kozloff correlates major
economic, social, and political events to significant American painting moments following World War II. In his
discussion, he directly connects Pop art to the 1960s social and political “‘can-do’ mentality promis[ing] momentum
away from the stagnation of the Republican years.” He states: “Politics became a theater of charismatic hardsell.
Science in the universities became a colony of the defense industry. Contingency plans, doomsday scenarios, think
tanks, the Velvet Underground, Cape Canaveral, the drug culture: all this hard- and software, to use terms coined
during the period, bobbled together in that indigestible sew of sinister, campy, solid-state effluvia with which the
American ‘60s inundated the world.”
32

33

Boyer produced significant scholarship on the Salem Witch Trials, the Protestant reformation efforts in the 19 th
and early 20th centuries, and the impact of the atomic bomb on postwar America.
Paul Vitello, “Paul S. Boyer, 76, Historian; Studied A-Bomb and Witches,” New York Times, April 2, 2012, B8.
Boyer’s two main volumes on the impact of the atomic bomb are By the Bomb’s Early Light: American Thought and
Culture at the Dawn of the Atomic Age (New York: Pantheon Books, 1985) and Fallout: A Historian Reflects on
America's Half-Century Encounter With Nuclear Weapons (Columbus: Ohio University Press, 1998), a collection of
essays written over his career focusing on nuclear impact on the American public.
34

Paul S. Boyer, By the Bomb’s Early Light: American Thought and Culture at the Dawn of the Atomic Age (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1985), xv.
35

10

Further, Boyer notes that the majority of scholarship on this era focuses on either the evolution
of nuclear strategy or “the political and diplomatic ramifications of the nuclear arms race.” 36 As
such, Boyer’s volume significantly contributed to a lacuna in postwar scholarship regarding how
the American public reacted to the atomic bomb and the long-term effects on the American
collective psyche.
In By the Bomb’s Early Light, Boyer argues that “it would be wrong to conclude that
Americans took the bomb casually or that its impact quickly faded. Just below the surface,
powerful currents of anxiety and apprehension surged through the culture.” 37 The rise of the
atomic age can be traced between August 6, 1945, with the dropping of the atomic bomb on
Hiroshima (and subsequent bombing of Nagasaki three days later) and 1950. A news broadcast
from August 7, 1945, equated the annihilation of Hiroshima to a similarly sized U.S. city,
Denver, Colorado: “It would be the same as Denver … being there one moment, and wiped out
the next.”38 This immediate response signals “in the earliest moments of the nuclear era, the fear
that would be the constant companion of Americans for the rest of their lives, and of millions not
yet born in 1945, had already found urgent expression.” 39 The media quickly spun the violence
and devastation left in the wake of the atomic bomb as necessary to reap the benefits of atomic
energy—utopia was worth killing for. For instance, an editorial in the New York Times, dated
August 12, 1945, states:
In this shock that ran like an earthquake around the world, there is room for hope, room
for dreams of a nobler future for mankind. The atomic bomb was perfect for war, but the
knowledge which made it possible came out of … the deathless yearning to know and to
36

Boyer, xv.

37

Boyer, 12.

38

Boyer, 5.

39

Boyer, 5.
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use the gifts of nature for the common good … This new knowledge … can bring to earth
not death but life, not tyranny and cruelty, but a divine freedom. 40
Similar sentiments resonated across media outlets: “atomic energy has already saved more lives
than were snuffed out at Hiroshima and Nagasaki”41 and “out of the ashes of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki … a beneficent atomic energy … will rise phoenix-like to benefit the health and
welfare of our nation.”42 Thus, the treatment of the atomic bomb in popular culture is tragedy,
consumerism, violence, sex, and death spun in a more positive light that Pop art will mirror.
However, social theorists in the mid to late 1940s, including sociologists and social
scientists, argued the impact of the atomic bomb, both its mere existence and its use to annihilate
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, would have catastrophic social consequences and psychological fall
out.43 Confronted with this new post-industrial society, many predicted a shortened work week
leading to mass leisure, which James Reston of the New York Times equated to mass
unemployment.44 In 1947, educational philosopher Robert M. Hutchins, predicted mass boredom
and “suicidal tendencies” as a result of “the new era of leisure and abundance,”45 asserting:
If we survive, the leisure which the atomic age will bring may make peace more horrible
than war. We face the dreadful prospect of hour after hour, even day after day, with
nothing to do. After we have read all the comic books, travelled all the miles, seen all the
movies, drunk all the liquor we can stand, what shall we do then?46
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Other social thinkers, as summarized by Boyer, focused on the impact to American freedom and
the “integrity of the individual,”47 speculating that “a highly complex technocratic economy
based on atomic energy would inevitably give rise to massive concentrations of economic and
political power.”48 The threat of an atomic monopoly loomed heavily in many minds,
particularly those on the Left. A 1946 Socialist Party pamphlet stated: “We dare not permit the
emergence now of an atom king, shaped in the pattern of the steel baron, the railway magnate,
the auto czar …”49 A similar sentiment resonated in columnist Max Lerner’s “The Stakes of
Power,” published August 19, 1945: “a small pitiless elite could hold the power of life and death
over the large mass of mankind.”50 Further, this fixation on impact resonated in news outlets.
Time magazine, the New York Times, and other news outlets expounded on these social, moral,
and economic concerns.51 Pop art emerges in the shadow of nuclear devastation and just as it
appropriates imagery from popular culture, it appropriates how the media responded to nuclear
annihilation and the atomic age.
Further, the fixation on the atomic age resonates in contemporary culture. Some entities
directly engaged with nuclear anxieties rooted in the development of the Soviet atomic bomb and
subsequent arms race.52 For instance, an April 1951 advertisement in School Executive features a
photograph of a soldier and a schoolboy comparing dog tags with the line, “New York City
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Schools Order Identification Necklaces for all Students.” 53 This advertisement was meant to urge
school districts to distribute dog tags to students “so their bodies could be identified after a
nuclear attack.”54 However, other entities portrayed utopian visions of the atomic age.
Newsweek, on August 20, 1945, pictured illustrations of an atomic automobile, kitchen, ship, and
jet plane.55 Popular culture quickly picked up on the possibilities inherent to this new nuclear
world. Within days of the bombings on Japan, department stores offered “Atomic Sales” and
advertisements promised “Atomic Results.”56 One New York jewelry store offered atomic
jewelry that, visually similar to the atomic bomb, “bursts into a fury of dazzling colors in mock
rhinestones, emeralds, rubies, and sapphires.” 57 Going on to suggest that the pin and earring set
was “as daring to wear as it was to drop the first atom bomb.”58 Cultural icons such as Bob
Hope, turned nuclear anxieties into punch lines. In his Valentine’s Day 1946 radio show, he
quipped:
Have you noticed the modern trend in verses this year? No more of this ‘Roses are red,
violets are blue.’ I picked up one and it showed an atom bomb exploding, and under it a
verse that read: ‘Will you be my little geranium, until we are both blown up by
uranium?’59
Further, businesses involved in the nuclear industry collaborated with media companies. A 1948
comic book, titled Splitting the Atom—Starring Dogwood and Blondie, co-produced by King
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Features Syndicate and the General Electric Corporation, a major nuclear-power contractor, was
distributed at “Atomic Energy” exhibits.60 However, the most telling example of how the
American public was affected by the atomic bomb and subsequent arms race is exemplified in
the February 1950 special issue of Life magazine focusing on the fight against communism,
where a fourteen-year-old’s class assignment on the hydrogen bomb decision was published:61
The hydrogen bomb reeks with death. Death, death to thousands. A burning, searing
death, a death that is horrible, lasting death. The most horrible death man has invented;
the destroying annihilating death of atomic energy. The poisoning, killing, destroying
death. Death of the ages, of man, the lasting death. 62
This example illustrates the permeation of nuclear anxiety to even the youth of society.
Although this profound and apparent nuclear anxiety subsides in the media in the early
1950s, another wave reemerges in the mid 1950s coinciding with the testing of multimegaton
thermonuclear bombs.63 These tests introduced massive amounts of radioactive ash and with that
a mass fear of nuclear fallout.64 News outlets, such as Saturday Evening Post, reported on the
severe health hazards of radioactive fallout, 65 while popular culture commercialized on these
anxieties. For instance, Mad magazine, in 1957, published a collection of post-nuclear-holocaust
parodies of popular songs for “young lovers of future generations [who] will be singing as they
walk down moonlit lanes arm in arm in arm in arm…”66 Science-fiction movies and television
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shows further revealed fallout anxieties. Movies, such as Them! (1954) and The Blob (1958),
manifested the consequences of genetic damage due to radiation, while television shows, such as
The Outer Limits (1963-65) and Twilight Zone (1959-1964), frequently used nuclear fear as
subject matter.67 While more mainstream popular culture does not seem to comment on nuclear
anxieties,68 it is, in fact, this very inconspicuousness that reveals underlying societal issues
during the atomic age. For instance, televisions sitcoms, such as Leave It to Beaver (1957-1963)
and Father Knows Best (1954-1962), presented idealized views of American life—places where
nuclear war and Soviet communism did not exist. Boyer, in “The United States. 1941-1963: A
Historical Overview,” argues: “1950s culture provides much evidence that all was not well in
America, but powerful Cold War constraints inhibited intellectuals or cultural producers alike
from saying so too explicitly.”69 Further, he notes that “postwar American social commentary,
cultural production, and artistic expression is best read as a kind of hidden code” as “the writer or
artist offers hints and suggestive gestures, but avoids the more overt forms of critical expression
that could prove dangerous in a climate of conformity and insistent affirmation.” 70 Thus, it is this
perspective that allows for a closer examination of postwar American art and its hidden codes.
Beyond mass media and screens, fallout anxiety is overtly reflected in government
publications of the era. Fallout Protection: What to Know and Do About Nuclear Attack, was
distributed via post offices in December 1961 by the Department of Defense. Robert McNamara,
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the Secretary of Defense, stated the booklet provided, “American people the facts they need to
know about the dangers of a thermonuclear attack and what they can do to protect themselves.” 71
The bright yellow 47-page booklet is telling evidence of profound concern regarding the atomic
bomb and fallout hazards into the early 1960s. Perhaps, even more telling is how media articles
reported on Fallout Protection. Life’s Story of the Week, from January 12, 1962, opened with:
Into post offices across the nation, and from there into coat pockets and glove
compartments and living rooms still gay with tinsel, the little yellow booklet labeled
Fallout Protection slipped last week. With the subdued bang of a time bomb long
awaited, the holiday season ended abruptly. The U.S. government had lifted its head up
for a look around at what its citizens might do to protect themselves in the event of
nuclear attack. The citizens also lifted their heads—and most of them came up with their
mouths wide open, talking. 72
As such, the article featured quotes from citizens reacting to Fallout Protection and the new U.S.
policy on nuclear attack. A rabbi noted: “Belief in safety is a hoax;” 73 a bank teller affirmed:
“We’d die in those shelters. Our best chance is to work for peace;” 74 a butcher asserted: “The
country should be made so strong no one would dare attack us;” 75 and a construction worker,
perhaps the most poignant, stated simply: “Life has to go on.”76 And life did go on, but only to
be confronted a year later with a different sort of permeating violence.
In 1963, another significant violent event distracts American society into nuclear
apathy—the Vietnam War.77 Arthur Asa Berger, in Pop Culture, asserts that television news
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coverage of the war “creates an atmosphere of violence.” He argues: “This is our first television
war, in which you can see actual fighting and dead bodies which are really dead. The air is full of
body counts and bomb tonnages.”78 Further, “this intoxication of violence is reinforced by our
mass media. Most of our culture heroes, from Popeye and Superman to our cowboys, detectives,
and secret agents, are men of violence.” 79 Berger notes that many of these heroes are heroes,
rather than villains, because society deems the violence as a necessary violence to fight evil, 80
just as the annihilation caused by the atomic bomb was deemed necessary for the greater good of
humanity. In this way, perhaps, the machinery responsible for nuclear annihilation is not so
different from the machinery (literally and figuratively) used to produce Pop art. Further, I
propose that Pop artists, situated in the atomic age, engaged in the discourse of nuclear anxieties
by purposefully utilizing appropriation to represent the American way of life. For instance, Andy
Warhol’s blatant use of American consumer products, such as Coca-Cola and Campbell’s soup
cans, acts as monuments to American capitalism and abundance. Lewis Mumford in 1950
poignantly noted: “it is better to sink one’s last hopes in such a dream than to be destroyed by a
nightmare.”81 Thereby, perhaps, Pop art is grasping onto the American Dream, rather than facing
the subconscious American nightmare of nuclear annihilation.
This lack of clear meaning, beyond a connection to consumer products, invites
scholarship on Pop art. As such, there has been an extensive number of texts dealing with the
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movement; however, the majority of these texts only connect the movement to consumerism and
popular culture, overlooking any potential for cultural meaning within its signs. It is on this basis
that major trends in the contemporary critical reception of Pop art are responsible for furthering a
disconnect between Pop art and fine art. One such trend rejects Pop art as high art due to its
indistinguishable nature between it and consumer productions. One such critic, Max Kozloff, in
his oft-cited 1962 article, “Pop Culture, Metaphysical Disgust, and the New Vulgarians,”
declared, regarding recent exhibitions of Pop art: “The truth is, the art galleries are being invaded
by the pin-headed and contemptible style of gum chewers, bobby soxers, and worse,
delinquents.”82 Others asserted its place in the world of art, but dismissed any need for
interpretation. Suzi Gablik, artist and critic, defines what makes Pop art authentic: “The authentic
Pop image exists independent of any interpretations. It is simple, direct, and immediately
comprehensible.”83 Formalist critics, such as Harold Rosenberg and Clement Greenberg,
dismissed the movement all together. Rosenberg critically in his 1962 article “The Game of
Illusion,”84 while, Greenberg did not even bother to critically acknowledge Pop art. 85 There are
countless reviews, articles, and books addressing Pop art and its artists which address many of
these frameworks. This substantial and varied scholarship on Pop art permeates its history and
continues to be written.
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Since the art-ness of Pop is no longer seriously contested, many postmodern texts turn to
an examination of the relationship between Pop art and culture. These critical trends tend to
focus on either a particular aspect of this complex relationship or a relocation of the movement.
Cécile Whiting, in A Taste for Pop, focuses on the feminine associations inherent to Pop art;86
Sara Doris, in Pop Art and the Contest over American Culture, asserts Pop art as the origin of
postmodernism;87 Thomas Crow, in The Long March of Pop, provides an alternative narrative
for the development of Pop art.88 These postmodern critical discourses provide valuable insight
into the movement and further Pop art’s role in the development of postwar art. While countless
texts present examples of Pop art alongside its source imagery, the majority do so as evidence of
an interest in popular media and not necessarily as a means to interpret the relationship between
the image and the source to reveal the potential for cultural meaning. The texts that do engage in
this way are few and focus on a single artist or series from that artist. This paper contributes to
the extensive discourse on Pop art by presenting appropriation as performative, which allows for
a reinterpretation of Pop art as revelatory of societal anxieties present in postwar America
stemming from the atomic age.
As noted, in relation to the significance of Boyer, the majority of literature on the atomic
age focuses on either nuclear development or the political and diplomatic consequences of
nuclear war.89 Boyer’s By the Bomb’s Early Light is the most substantial volume on the effects
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of the atomic age on American culture. In “The United States, 1941-1963: A Historical
Overview,” in Vital Forms: American Art and Design in the Atomic Age, 1940-1960, Boyer
addressed the influence of “the larger historical realities of the era” on “the personal, even
idiosyncratic, impulses and imagination of individuals (artist, craftspersons [sic], illustrators,
product designers).”90 Vital Forms, an exhibition catalog for the Brooklyn Museum of Art,
presents essays and reproductions that “examine American arts and culture from an
interdisciplinary and humanistic point of view and thus define the aesthetic impulses of an era.” 91
Kevin L. Stayton, in the Introduction, argues that “vital forms, born of many sources [including
the atomic bomb], were the imagery that infused the arts of the mid-century.”92 Although the
catalog offers convincing scholarship, the majority of artistic examples are not fine art. Instead, a
myriad of kidney-bean shaped pools and coffee tables, biological imagery, and curvilinear
abstracted shapes are displayed. While many exhibitions and texts relate art and popular culture
to the atomic age, such as Vital Forms, the overall trends have been discussions involving blatant
signs of nuclear presence, intentional responses to the atomic bomb, and a focus on quotidian
objects. By examining artworks that are neither deliberate responses nor obvious signs of the
post-nuclear landscape, this paper encourages further scholarship that addresses the potential for
cultural meaning in postwar works that are otherwise dismissed as one-dimensional.
Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, and Tom Wesselmann offer oeuvres that possess three
key characteristics essential to rereading the work as possessing nuclear anxieties. First, the
referent of the appropriation is able to be located. Second, the work engages with how messages,
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and thus meaning, are transmitted. Third, the work presents commodity as both subject and
object. Further, all three artists working under the auspices of the Cold War in the early 1960s
present work imbued with violence that questions societal notions regarding life, consumer
desire, sex, and death. An idealistic vision of postwar America is reflected in the work;
simultaneously optimistic and anxious it reveals profound postwar societal anxieties shaping the
development of America following World War II.

22

CHAPTER II: ANDY WARHOL

A key figure in the development of Pop art is Andy Warhol (1928 - 1987). He turned
depictions of celebrity, tragedy, and the everyday into objects of consumption by removing the
artist’s gesture, stating: “The reason I’m painting this way is that I want to be a machine.”1 His
process mimicked mass media, while his use of appropriation exposed the American consumer
machine of that media. His images were sourced from advertisements, magazines, and the news
and manipulated to subvert, dilute, and highlight underlying mechanisms and ideologies. For
instance, John Blakinger argues Warhol intentionally appropriates content from Life and inverts
the meaning, as seen in his ‘Disaster’ paintings, in order to subvert popular media’s postwar
assertions and critique institutional notions of realism and national purpose. 2
Life magazine, founded in 1936, was committed to pictorial journalism and, as such,
“bombarded readers with the clichéd images -- and illusions -- of postwar American life.”3
These images of postwar American life included, for the August 25, 1945 edition, images of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, introducing the mushroom cloud in full page glory to its five millionplus circulation (fig. 2 and 3),4 stating: “The atomic bomb had blown … Hiroshima off the face
of the earth,”5 and “Atomic Bomb No. 2 Disemboweled [Nagasaki].” 6 This edition included
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several pages dedicated to explaining the mysteries of the atomic bomb to its readers through
text and drawings.7 But beyond explanations, Life was committed to stating the positive impact
mass death had brought: “Even the appalling fact that some 100,000 Japanese had died seemed
incidental to the fact—which touched the destiny of everyone alive—that a way had been found
to release the forces which killed these 100,000.” 8 Henry Luce, Life editor, described the purpose
of Life magazine in the sixties: “Life is and shall be designed to be the magazine of national
purpose. [...] The national purpose, as seen by the Editor-in-Chief, and for which he sees the
need of a great magazine, can be summarized under two heads: 1) Win the Cold War. 2) Create a
better America.”9 This purpose reflects a mass media response to ideological tension during the
atomic age—our images, our advertisements, our editorials will thwart Soviet Communism and
uphold American freedom. 10
Warhol appropriates imagery from “The Abiding Truths of ‘Our Town’” (fig. 4), a
photographic essay published in Life, September 7, 1962, in Hospital (1963) (fig. 5), from his
series Death in America.11 The essay merges documentary photographs of a rural town, images
from the town’s production of Our Town (a 1938 Thornton Wilder play), descriptions of small
town life, and quotes from Wilder to create “a sentimental caricature of rural America.” 12 As in
many of his works, Warhol manipulates the silkscreen process, but here the manipulation causes
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the appropriated imagery to lose its original context—the high contrast in Hospital creates
revulsion and grimace turning a picture of birth into “a picture of death.” 13 This manipulated
process “pockmarks the picture plane” and suggests a bleeding canvas, both physically and
metaphorically.14 Thus, the darkened and burn scarred appearance of the newborn held upsidedown reads as a scientific specimen and resonates as a genetic mutation—this is a baby born
under the auspices of nuclear fallout. The twelve iterations of the image in Hospital gradually
darken left to right, top to bottom. This formal quality suggests the ramifications of genetic
mutation generation after generation. Also of note, a handwritten inscription on the painting’s
stretcher reads “Hospital Disaster,” 15 suggesting Warhol was aware of the dark undertones his
manipulation caused. Here, his inversion not only critiques the propaganda of popular media but
also reveals societal anxieties regarding nuclear fallout.
This effect is furthered by Warhol’s Gangster Funeral (1963) (fig. 6), also appropriated
from “The Abiding Truths of ‘Our Town.’” The source image from Life shares a spread with a
photograph of Our Town actors (fig. 7): “Under their black umbrellas the mourners in Our Town
wait for the funeral of Emily, who died in childbirth.”16 Below, the image appropriated by
Warhol shows the real life funeral of a 77-year-old woman.17 The source text directly connects
the birth in Hospital with the death in Gangster Funeral. The use of “Gangster” in the title
associates the death with violence and questions the notion of law and order. Thus, just as Life
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spins the tragedy of death as necessary for the development of atomic energy, Warhol seems to
intertwine death with not only violence but also with birth.
Both Life and Warhol blur the boundaries of art and life. Life juxtaposes Wilder’s Our
Town with documentary images and descriptions of everyday life in “The Abiding Truths of
‘Our Town,’” to present postwar American Dream propaganda. Warhol then manipulates the
imagery to expose underlying ideological frameworks in mass media and consumerism. Similar
works, such as Tuna Fish Disaster (1963) (fig. 8) and his car crash paintings, reveal:
“Commercial products are not always what they appear to be.” 18 If canned goods tainted with
botulism can kill and automobiles, designed for “efficiency and pleasure,” can murder, then Life
can manipulate reality to portray America as idealistic and innocent to the masses. 19 As Thomas
Crow, in Saturday Disasters, poignantly states in relation to Warhol’s Tuna Fish Disaster: “the
repetition of the crude images does force attention to the awful banality of the accident and the
tawdry exploitation by which we come to know the misfortunes of strangers,” as, “the
misfortunes of strangers have made up the primary content of the press since there has been a
press.”20 Further stating: “We do not consume the news of these deaths in the same way that we
consume the safe (one hopes) contents of a can.” 21
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Warhol’s car crash paintings exemplify this disconnect between mass culture and reality.
His car crash works share typical characteristics with the rest of his oeuvre, manipulated screen
printing, repetition, and bright colors, but the very apparent depiction of death and dead bodies
separates them.22 Crow argues that they reveal “a fascination with moments where the brutal fact
of death and suffering cancels the possibility of passive and complacent consumption.” 23 While
formal aspects may have been appropriated from car advertisements, as Blakinger argues, the
imagery was sourced from the news. 24 The source image for Warhol’s Five Deaths on Orange
(1963) (fig. 9), and other similar iterations in varying colors, is a United Press International
photograph of anonymous people trapped by an overturned automobile (fig. 10). This
appropriation is further layered by the 1959 Volkswagen America advertisement featuring an
overturned Volkswagen Bug with the text (fig. 11): “Will we ever kill the bug?” The reality of a
car crash is supposed to be tragic, but Warhol’s renditions call attention to the problematic
treatment of death in the media: “when you see a gruesome picture over and over again, it
doesn’t really have any effect.” 25 Thus, Warhol’s treatment of accident victims and car crashes
mirrors depictions of tragedy in the media, both news and advertising, to reveal a tension
between reality and how it is portrayed. This connects to the treatment of the atomic bomb in the
media following the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. For instance, Life, directly following
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the atomic bombing of Japan, published “The Atomic Bomb: Its First Explosion Opens a New
Era,” in its August 20, 1945 edition. In less than half a page, the article goes from noting the
incidental nature of 100,000 Japanese deaths to:
The power of the nucleus is still imperfect. It … is too costly to be practical for anything
but wholesale destruction. But science has made the first step. Its history promises that in
time the others will follow, releasing energy of the atom’s nucleus for driving
automobiles and airplanes, doing useful things practical men still don’t dare to dream
about.26
This connection between the tragic impact of the atomic bomb and the rise of consumer products
is mirrored in Warhol’s Close Cover Before Striking (Pepsi-Cola) and Close Cover Before
Striking (Coca-Cola) (both 1962) (fig. 12 and 13). In these works, Warhol’s appropriation of
American Match Company match covers seems to draw attention to the connection between
consumerism and the literal and metaphorical spark of a match. In context with the Fallout
Protection government handout discussed in chapter one, the profound anxiety surrounding
bomb shelters urges Americans to enter bomb shelters before a nuclear strike in order to prevent
the effects of nuclear fallout. In this way, the title symbolically states: “Close the Bomb Shelter
Cover Before a Nuclear Strike.” Thus, these works appropriate a consumer object to produce a
symbolic marker of the age. Further, the atomic bombing of Japan was the spark marking the
new atomic era, both in technology and in the rise of American consumerism. Another example,
Warhol’s Dance Diagrams (1962) (fig. 14), echoes postwar scientific popularizations attempting
to make nuclear energy seem nonthreatening by using cultural practices, such as dancing, to
show how atoms and molecules work (fig. 15).27 Thus, seemingly non-violent imagery becomes
violent in context and relates to ideological images of life following World War II.
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Both Life and the news present a form of communication based on ideology. Life was
committed to fighting the Cold War and catering to consumers one image at a time and the news,
despite its documentary nature, is no more or less editorialized or advertised in than Life. These
institutions act as filters for the masses, presenting what one needs to know, needs to see, and
needs to read. Warhol uses appropriation to invert the everyday and dilute tragedy, blurring the
edges between reality and art to reveal the ideological structures controlling postwar American
media, particularly under the envelopment of the atomic age.
Warhol, himself, further connects his work with the media in relation to beginning his
Death series, stating:
I guess it was the big plane crash, the front page of a newspaper: 129 DIE. I was also
painting the Marilyns. I realized that everything I was doing must have been Death. It
was Christmas or Labor Day – a holiday – and every time you turned on the radio they
said something like, “4 million are going to die.” That started it. But when you see a
gruesome picture over and over again, it doesn’t really have any effect. 28
The mass media publishing and republishing images of mushroom clouds and the Vietnam War
resonates in this interview response. Warhol’s commentary on the desensitizing of violent
imagery in the media mirrors his own work—both of celebrities and tragedies. And just as the
media capitalized on the readily available imagery of violent death, Hollywood did too. The late
1950s and early 1960s saw a rise of movies with more apparent violent undertones following two
decades of movies with optimistic and patriotic themes—The Bridge of the River Kwai (1957),
The Diary of Anne Frank (1959), The Alamo (1960), Judgment of Nuremberg (1961), Lawrence
of Arabia (1962), and The Manchurian Candidate (1962), among others, replaced movies, such
as Stage Door Canteen (1943), Casablanca (1942), and Since You Went Away (1944).29 These
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movies resonate themes of violence and further show the subconscious American fixation on
violence both before and during the atomic age.
The indeterminate nature of filtered reality as portrayed on paper and screen is
exemplified in Warhol’s works dealing with celebrity. Crow, in Saturday Disasters, argues that
Warhol’s most powerful work (his celebrities) dramatizes “the breakdown of commodity
exchange.”30 He notes: “These were instances in which the massproduced [sic] image as the
bearer of desires was exposed in its inadequacy by the reality of suffering and death.” 31 Movie
stars and pop icons become symbols to the public, representations of “larger-than-life personal
myths,”32 and artists like Warhol capitalize on this phenomena by appropriating famous faces to
further filter their personas. Alloway, in “The Arts and the Mass Media,” lists “film stars,”
“terrible deaths,” and “sexy women” among examples of fantasy. 33 In the context of celebrity,
this fantasy is rooted in the “considerable connotative vigor” of Hollywood: “it is the sign for the
town and the name of the neighborhood, but also summons cultures of film, power, and glamour
with inexplicable machinations.”34 Roland Barthes, in “That Old Thing, Art,” asserts “[Pop art]
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freezes the star (Marilyn, Liz) in her image as star: no more soul, nothing but a strictly imaginary
status, since the star’s being is the icon.” 35 Thus, in context with Barthes, Warhol’s idolization of
famous figures negates their reality and reveals celebrity as a cultural construction. This
construction is furthered by Warhol’s process; Crow discusses this point in Saturday Disasters:
The inherently flattering and simplifying effects of the transformation from photograph to
fabric stencil to inked canvas are magnified rather than concealed. The screened image,
reproduced whole, has the character of an involuntary imprint. It is a memorial in the
sense of resembling memory: powerfully selective, sometimes elusive, sometimes vividly
present, always open to embellishment as well as loss.36
This magnification of celebrity as icon is supported by a long tradition of religious icons and the
accompanying concept of iconoclasm.37 Warhol’s depictions draw attention to the relationship
between an image and its reality because it is difficult to separate the image one portrays from
the celebrity portraying an image.
This cultural concept of celebrity, and how celebrity is constructed, is further complicated
by Warhol’s use of celebrities imbued with tragedy. It is no coincidence that Warhol’s celebrity
oeuvre includes Jackie Kennedy, America’s premier widow; Elizabeth Taylor, America’s
controversial media superstar; and Marilyn Monroe, American sex symbol turned tragic
headline. Thomas Crow similarly connects Warhol’s use of the three women (“his triangle of
female celebrity”) to tragedy, in Saturday Disasters, and notes they possess symbolic functions
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regarding “celebrity typology,” “feminine ideals,” and “larger-than-life personal myths.”38
Warhol’s Jackie paintings (fig. 16) were in response to the media “programming everybody to
feel so sad,” in the aftermath of John F. Kennedy’s assassination. 39 Regarding his Elizabeth
Taylor pictures (fig. 17), Warhol states: “I started those a long time ago, when she was so sick
and everybody said she was going to die.” 40 Further, he only idolizes Marilyn Monroe, in
Marilyn Diptych (1962) (fig. 18) after her suicide from a barbiturate overdose in 1962, stating:
“When Marilyn Monroe happened to die that month [August 1962], I got the idea to make
screens of her beautiful face the first Marilyns.” 41 Warhol seemed to only take interest in these
women because they had become tragic; they were the witness of horrific death, dying, or dead.
This appropriation of celebrity and tragedy simultaneously creates and destroys a connection
between mass media and culture, the art world, and the reality of America in the early 1960s by
idolizing tragic celebrity personas to disrupt the myth of fame in the eyes of American
consumers.
Another sort of tragedy is implicated in Warhol’s Double Elvis (1963) (fig 19), where he
duplicates the singer as a gun toting cowboy. While Richard Meyer uses Elvis Presley as
cowboy, with its “several phallic surrogates,” 42 to argue Warhol’s Double Elvis “activates the
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erotic possibility of man-on-man contact,43 another meaning emerges in relation to ideological
conditions of postwar America as evidenced from its source. The source is a film still from
Flaming Star (1960) (fig. 20),44 a violence infested Western starring Presley as a half Kiowa-half
Texan rancher tangled in a bloody war between the native peoples and frontier settlers. Further,
Flaming Star premiered one month following the release of G.I. Blues (1960), a musical comedy
starring Presley as an Army tank crewman and singer (fig. 21). G.I. Blues was not only
developed while Presley was still in the Army, but some scenes were filmed in Germany with the
cooperation of the U.S. Army while Presley was still serving. Warhol’s use of this film still thus
intertwines the cowboy as symbol of American freedom with Presley's persona as the great
American soldier. 45 Warhol’s screen printed Elvises are menacing with thick brows, a direct
gaze, and guns pointed directly towards the viewer. If we collapse Presley as cowboy-soldier into
an ideological manifestation of the fight for American freedom, it reveals the singer as a sort of
postwar propaganda machine. Similar to Life, Presley, and consequently Warhol’s Double Elvis,
asserts American culture can save the world; thus democracy and capitalism can save the world.
Further, Berger’s connection between pop icons, such as cowboys, possessing an
inherent, but necessary violence, 46 implicates both Presley as a celebrity and as a violent
manifestation. I argue that this violence (and thus the impending tragedy of violence) is a
necessary aspect of celebrity, at least in the mind of Warhol. His interest in the mass subject and
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the creation of icons seems to be imbedded in his famous motto: “I want to be a machine.”47 If
we understand Warhol as a machine, we can read his images as the product of that machine.
Further, the multiple variations on the Presley portrait (some doubled, some tripled) were
installed at the Ferus Gallery in Los Angeles (fig. 22), under Warhol’s directions: to install them
in anyway as long as the works were “hung edge to edge, densely—around the gallery.”48 This
confrontational installation manifested an army of clones in “seemingly endless repetition,” 49 and
visually presents the effect of nuclear genetic mutation in its amalgamating forms and
enveloping nature. Therefore, Warhol’s work is similar to the impact of the atomic bomb. Both
machines involve great devastation but also stem utopic visions of the future. In this way, both
reveal the underlying tragedy of a situation and provide a rose-tinted lens on the tragedy.
This same treatment is used in Warhol’s later career. His political portraits do not escape
this duality, presenting colorful images of powerful men for mass viewing, and subsequent mass
judgment. Mao, Communist revolutionary and founder of the People’s Republic of China, was
featured on almost two hundred paintings made between 1972 and 1973. While, on the other side
of Cold War politics, a photograph of Richard Nixon was appropriated by Warhol in Vote
McGovern (1972) (fig. 23). Reminiscent of the Wicked Witch of the West, Nixon’s skin is green
and blue, his teeth are yellow, and his eyes glow orange. This grotesque portrait of the politician
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paired with the title Vote McGovern acts as political propaganda, suggesting both the
ramifications of re-electing Nixon in 1972 and the idealistic hope of voting for someone else, not
yet tied to the death of thousands of troops in Vietnam. While this later work falls outside the
scope of my argument, it overtly reveals Warhol’s interest in politics. Thus, in conjunction with
Boyer’s argument discussed earlier, that cultural productions from the 1950s and early 1960s are
intentionally affirmative of an idealistic America during this period in order to demonstrate
superiority over the Soviet Union, 50 it supports a more complex reading of Warhol’s earlier
works in connection to the post-nuclear landscape. Warhol’s engagement with American
consumer desire relies on his appropriation of mass media—both in imagery and in message.
Tragedy and celebrity become violently intertwined in the work and address themes of filtered
reality and fantasy as apparent in contemporaneous cultural productions. Thus, Warhol’s
appropriative images and processes expose the divide between reality and how it is portrayed in
the mass media to reveal the cultural constructions structuring postwar American consumer
society—both in life and in death.
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CHAPTER III: ROY LICHTENSTEIN

Roy Lichtenstein (1923 - 1997), another prominent figure in the Pop art movement,
appropriated mass media subjects and commercial processes for his work. Although known for
his use of comic book scenes and benday dots (small colored dots to create illusionism and color
in printed material), a different sort of appropriation permeates Lichtenstein’s early work and
sets the course for the development of his career. His appropriation of Americana and popular
American sources in the late 1940s and early 1950s, such as Life magazine, popular books, and
nineteenth century painting,1 is evidence of Lichtenstein’s interest in American cultural ideology.
In 1946, Lichtenstein assisted his mentor, Hoyt Sherman, with his “‘flash lab,’” a large
windowless chamber where “groups of students were subjected to projected images for a tenth of
a second or less, then instructed to draw what they had seen in total darkness,” to reduce “the
complex to the simple” by instilling “an intuitive grasp of pictorial structure without the
necessity of conscious application.” 2 Lichtenstein was greatly influenced by this new way of
“sensing” and incorporated it into his practice, as is evident in his works The Death of Jane
McCrea (1951) (fig. 24), after John Vanderlyn’s The Murder of Jane McCrea (1804) (fig. 25),
and Explorer (1952) (fig. 26), after an advertisement for Libby, McNeill, and Libby’s Cooked
Corn Beef, reproduced in “The Opening of the West: Its Dramatic Events Told in Paintings,”
from Life, July 4, 1949 (fig. 27).3 Perhaps the most telling example of Lichtenstein’s early
interest in American cultural productions is his Washington Crossing the Delaware I (c. 1951)
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(fig. 28), after Emmanuel Gottlieb Leutze’s Washington Crossing the Delaware (1851) (fig. 29).
Painted a century after the original, Lichtenstein’s appropriation of this particular painting is
significant not only for its subject but also because of its history. The original painting, part of
the collection at the Kunsthalle in Bremen, Germany, was destroyed in a British bombing raid in
1942, during World War II (a second version, also by Leutze, is still in existence). Thus, the
connection between American freedom and the destruction inherent in upholding that freedom is
exemplified in this subject. Lichtenstein’s later work, George Washington (1962) (fig. 30),
furthers a relationship between the artist, images of American freedom, and motifs considered as
part of popular culture.
Lichtenstein’s first serious foray towards the comic motif is considered Look Mickey
(1961), with imagery appropriated from a children’s book.4 Lichtenstein asserted his own
breakthrough in this work: “it occurred to me to [paint comic motifs] by mimicking the cartoon
without paint texture, calligraphic line, modulation - all the things involved in expressionism.” 5
Further, this break from expressionism is emphasized is his reinterpretation of significant works
from the Modernist canon, such as by Picasso and Mondrian. Lichtenstein’s Woman with
Flowered Hat (1963) (fig. 31), after Picasso’s Woman with Flowered Hat (1939-40) (fig. 32),
never loses its fine art origins by preserving the recognizability of the subject and refers to “the
way in which our culture views art largely by means of reproduction.” 6 On the other hand,
Lichtenstein’s appropriation of Mondrian, in such paintings as Non-objective I and Non-objective
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II (both 1964) (fig. 33), “was largely one of style rather than subject.” 7 Thus, Lichtenstein is
questioning how mass media affects the style, process, and subject of art. He states:
When I do a “Mondrian” or a “Picasso” … it has become commercialized because that
style that I switch into is one of commercialization. At the same time I recognize … it’s
not the truth of my own work. … the result I work towards is one of creating a new work
of art which has other qualities of the Picasso or the Mondrian or the Abstract
Expressionist painting.8
While Lichtenstein’s early work solidifies his use of appropriation as a device to simplify
complex visual structures, the quote above demonstrates his later appropriation of significant
avant-garde figures, not only continues this discourse, but attempts to imbue into the new work
qualities beyond commercialization.
Lichtenstein’s Brushstrokes paintings, made between 1965 and 1966, demonstrate his
engagement not only with Abstract Expressionism but also comics. When the paintings were first
exhibited they were considered a satirical comment on the artistic genius of New York School
artists.9 But significantly, his wry reinterpretation of action paintings originated from comic book
imagery.10 Brushstrokes (1965) (fig. 34) was sourced from a panel from the comic strip “The
Painting,” in Charlton Comics’ Strange Suspense Stories, no. 72 (October 1964) (fig. 35).11
Lichtenstein’s painting maintains the quality and quantity of the red paint strokes, while cropping
the painter’s arm and brush and removing the caption: “The painting was destroyed … The voice
was silenced … I must be having some kind of nightmare!!” The elimination of the caption by
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Lichtenstein removes contextual clues that his work is sourced from comics, thus allowing the
possibility that Lichtenstein was not only commenting on Abstract Expressionism but also
suggesting that the movement is no less kitsch than Pop art was considered. Further, his attention
on the brushstroke draws attention to a fundamental element of painting—both
contemporaneously and historically. 12
Perhaps the ultimate kitsch, comic books, considered “the quintessentially modern,
popular and American fusion of word and image,” have a history of use as political tools and
propaganda--both Superman and Captain America were depicted fighting Nazis during World
War II, for examples.13 Comics, with the heroes and villains that fill their pages, further
demonstrate the inherent violence in American culture, 14 as discussed earlier in relation to
Warhol’s Double Elvis. Unsurprisingly, Pop artists, such as Warhol and Lichtenstein, adopted
this “modern, popular, and American” genre as a source. While Warhol’s engagement with the
comic was early in his career and short-lived, Lichtenstein continually focused on the
possibilities of the comic in art. Through his use of isolated comic-strip cells he destroyed “the
narrative complexity of the original material.” 15 This stripping of source context allows
Lichtenstein to present a stereotypical distillation of a cliché; 16 he frames the essence of the
human condition, exposing the underlying structures of narrative, communication, and speech in
the media and questioning ideological divisions.
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Lichtenstein, with his war paintings, directly engages with contemporaneous and
historical discourse on the impact of war on society by appropriating war imagery from comics.
Waldman, in Roy Lichtenstein, posits:
What better way to tackle the momentous subject of war and the tradition of epic
narrative painting than by using the formula of the comic strip, which has so often
glorified war? Lichtenstein’s choice of the comic strip is a ploy, a way of presenting a
serious subject in an inflammatory manner, while reintroducing narrative into art and recreating the mode of monumental painting in a style suitable to late-twentieth-century
art.17
Lichtenstein’s direct engagement with war, in works such as Okay, Hot-Shot! (1963) (fig. 36),
between 1962 and 1964 shows an interest in the depiction of war in popular media. Lichtenstein,
in Okay, Hot-Shot!, appropriates and combines two different comic panels for the primary
imagery and text—“Haunted Tank vs. Killer Tank,” published in D.C. Comics’ G.I. Combat, no.
94 (June-July 1962) (fig. 37) and “Aces Wild,” in D.C. Comics’ All American Men of War, no.
89 (January- February 1962) (fig. 38).18 This combination negates the original narrative and
heightens the dramatic effect of the painting due to the tight crop of the pilot, the simplification
of the text, and the closely following warplane. 19 Waldman notes Lichtenstein’s substitution of a
World War II fighter pilot’s helmet, depicted in the source, for an astronaut’s helmet is
contemporaneous to “a time when space-flight programs were under way in the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R.”20 However, I argue this substitution is more significant than a simultaneous
occurrence. The astronaut’s helmet in Okay, Hot Shot! connects to the Cold War Space Race
between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.; thus, allowing the painting to act as a futuristic utopian vision
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of warfare. On April 12, 1961, Yuri Gagarin was launched into orbit, becoming the first human
in space. Less than a month later, on May 5, 1961, Alan Shepard, became the first American in
space. These events shaped American understanding of the Cold War and the possible
implications of two opposing nations, with conflicting ideologies, experiencing (and fighting for)
a new frontier. In this context, Lichtenstein’s astronaut-pilot in Okay, Hot Shot! becomes
emblematic of a new type of soldier, equipped not only for the atomic age but also the space age.
Lichtenstein’s appropriation of war-related comics coincides with his engagement of
comic-strip images of girls.21 Simon Morley, in “Coca-Cola: Pop Words,” compares
Lichtenstein’s Hopeless (1963) (fig. 39) and its source, a panel from “Run for Love!” in Secret
Hearts 83 (fig. 40).22 Lichtenstein’s appropriation in Hopeless is marked by his reworking of the
composition and substituting “All-American blonde” for the original brown hair. 23 Lichtenstein’s
cropped frame focuses on the female’s face, while the addition of a partial hand, the subtraction
of the background curtains, and the assertion of the word bubble furthers the effect. 24 His use of
primary colors (a red backdrop, the yellow hair, and a blue surface) references Mondrian’s
Modernist quest for purity and utopia following World War I, 25 while his characteristic benday
dots, sourced from commercial processes, connect the work to its kitsch origination. This
dialectical tension between high and low art in Hopeless is directly communicated through the
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female’s contextless melodramatic assertion: “That’s the way -- it should have begun! But it’s
hopeless!”26 Further, the isolation of the frame questions the structure of narratives and disrupts
any absolute or singular meaning;27 thus, this fragment does not fulfill the comics ideological
message, and one must decide what exactly is hopeless. I argue this hopelessness resonates as a
subconscious sign of the post-nuclear landscape and the underlying ambiguity between media
messages and societal meanings.
Similarly in Girl with Ball (1961) (fig. 41), Lichtenstein fragments and disrupts the
original meaning potential of an appropriated image. Here, rather than using a comic-strip frame,
he sources an image from a Mount Airy Lodge, a Poconos Mountain resort, newspaper
advertisement, published in the early 1960s (fig. 42).28 The girl holding the ball was a long
standing fixture in the resort’s advertising, introduced in 1955, 29 opening the possibility that
viewers would recognize the source in Lichtenstein’s painting. By using recognizable imagery
from the mass media, Lichtenstein asserts the appropriative nature of his subject. This assertion
negates the subject’s importance and prioritizes the formal qualities in Girl with Ball. The formal
qualities are reminiscent of Picasso’s Bather with Beach Ball (1932) (fig. 43),30 which suggests a
connection to art historical stylization, particularly in conjunction with the female body. This
prioritization is furthered by the stripping of words from the original advertisement and the
isolation of the female form. Lichtenstein crops and simplifies the girl and alters her gaze to stare
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directly at the viewer, while her mouth echoes her coveted beach ball subtly suggesting an
eroticism in the ovoids.31 She is presented as “a male ideal of the glamorous female, a bathingsuited figure very much in vogue in the 1950s,” acting as an “emblem of American postwar
society.”32 Further, the treatment of the figure and hairstyle is presented as strikingly similar to a
photograph of Miss Atomic Bomb 1957, Lee A. Merlin, wearing a mushroom cloud on top of
her swimsuit, arms raised, and mouth agape (fig. 44). This visual connection suggests a
secondary source for Lichtenstein—atomic bomb culture. As Mount Airy Lodge, “The Pride of
Pennsylvania,” was known as “America's premier ‘honeymoon hideaway,'” 33 she also, in context
with her original source, represents the female ideal of the trophy wife, a man’s necessity for
achieving the American Dream. Thus, Lichtenstein’s treatment of the girl with the ball blurs the
boundary between art and mass media revealing ambiguous questions regarding value, both
societal and monetary. Is the girl more valuable as a spokeswoman for a capitalist entity, a
reference to the atomic age, a representation of who one wants or wants to be, or as a female art
icon?
A direct connection to the atomic age is also seen in Lichtenstein’s landscape paintings
offering iconographical connections to both the history of art and the atomic bomb. Waldman, in
Roy Lichtenstein, argues that Lichtenstein’s foray into landscapes “afforded him an opportunity
to test the full potential of the landscape image as an artificial construct.”34 One such landscape,
Atomic Burst (1965) (fig. 45) depicts a large billowy mushroom cloud emerging from water—
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this literal depiction and naming of a post-nuclear landscape supports his other landscapes to be
read as representations of nuclear anxieties both visually and semantically. In this way, Sinking
Sun (1964) (fig. 46), both in title and iconography, acts as an allusion to the atomic bombing of
Japan. Here the cliché of a setting sun is combined with distinct visual and textual clues
suggesting the “Rising Sun Flag” used by the Imperial Japanese Army and Imperial Japanese
Navy from the late nineteenth century through the end of World War II in 1945 (fig. 47).35 The
sun rays in both Sinking Sun and the “Rising Sun Flag” are depicted as beams of solid hue
emanating from a central point. Lichtenstein’s incorporation of these iconographic rays with a
sun and an overwhelming use of red suggests a connection between the two. This connection
allows for a consideration that the large spreading cloud filling a significant portion of the canvas
alludes to the second stage of the mushroom cloud, as described by Life in August 1945: “White
smoke leaped into a mushroom stem to 20,000 feet where it spilled into a huge, billowy cloud.
Then an odd thing happened. The top of this cloud structure broke off the stem and rose several
thousand feet.”36 Further, the title acts in direct opposition with the name of the flag and Japan as
“The Land of the Rising Sun.” This oppositional quality, along with the semantic choice of
sinking (as opposed to setting) suggests an allusion to the fall of Japan at the end of World War
II. This semantic choice is further significant as it recalls “sinking ships” of war and the quality
of the sun sinking below an oceanic horizon line on an island. Thus, Lichtenstein’s concept of
landscape acts as an artificial construct that both connects to art historical genres and acts as a
vehicle for underlying meaning as demonstrated via its connections to the atomic age.
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Lichtenstein places himself within the dialectical tensions present in art in an early
interview: “From the beginning, I felt that the comic-strip painting had to be depersonalized. It
had to express great emotions-- passion, fear, violence -- in an impersonal, removed, and
mechanical manner. In these early paintings, there was still a good deal of personality both in the
drawing and in the execution.”37 By denying the artist’s gesture and embracing the mechanical
aesthetic in his work he ultimately reveals the forces structuring culture. This is achieved by
denying the separation of the mass media and fine art in his work. Thus, Lichtenstein uses
appropriation to obscure distinctions by asserting through his artwork that the visual translation
of material is the same, whether in mass media or in fine art. Further, Lichtenstein’s isolation of
images shows the ambiguity of communication and transmission of messages when stripped of
context, further revealing the inherent tensions of communication devices. Thus, the ambiguous
quality of Lichtenstein’s work mirrors cultural productions that stem from the post-nuclear
landscape by addressing the impossibility of stable meaning, and thus, the unreliability of
message transmission, via his use of appropriation.
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CHAPTER IV: TOM WESSELMANN

Tom Wesselmann (1931 - 2004), a prominent figure in Pop art, despite detesting the
label,1 engages with how visual information is translated. This engagement frequently alludes to
art historical traditions and acts as commentary on consumerism and commodification. His work
frequently features domestic scenes and female nudes and, as such, blurs the line between subject
and object, highlighting concepts of pleasure and leisure. Female imagery in postwar American
popular media developed from iconographical models used during World War II: 2 “It could be
reassuringly maternal (the grandmother in Rockwell’s scene of Thanksgiving); erotically charged
(the Betty Grable pinup beloved of sex-starved G.I.’s); tough and almost masculine (‘Rosie the
Riveter’ …); or prepubescent and appealingly winsome…” 3 While Wesselmann’s work engages
with the erotic, other postwar artists abandoned these iconographic models and explored
existential questions of humanity through the female form. Willem de Kooning, the influential
Abstract Expressionist, abandoned traditional modes of representing the female form and instead
created violently grotesque portraits for his Woman series (late 1940s – 1955) (fig. 48).4
Wesselmann was “enamored of, but also frustrated by,” this seminal series, and “quickly sensed
that figuration had gone as far as the prevailing artistic tendencies would permit.” 5 Thus,
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Wesselmann developed his own postwar artistic lexicon separate from abstraction but grounded
in tradition “in order to make representational paintings as exciting as the DeKoonings [sic] were
to him.”6
Abandoning his early attempts to emulate the gestural applications of Willem de Kooning
and other Abstract Expressionists in the 1950s, Wesselmann “overturned all the assumptions that
he had come to cherish about contemporary art.” 7 In doing this, he freed himself “from the
influence of American Abstract Expressionist painting”8 and established his own signature style
placed within the representational tradition of painting.9 Wesselmann did so by presenting
images that “appeal to the pleasure principle within us and contribute to the sense of delectation
exuded on a more visceral level by the conjunction of particular shapes, textures and colors.” 10
Further, Wesselmann’s fixation on pleasure throughout his oeuvre is indicative of deeper
postwar cultural issues.
The frequent occurrence of popular media connecting the atomic age with pleasure and
leisure permeates postwar American society and suggests a connection between Wesselmann’s
pleasure as subject and societal nuclear anxieties. For instance, the September 3, 1945, edition of
Life (less than a month after the atomic bombing of Japan), features Hollywood’s “Anatomic
Bomb,” an MGM “starlet” scantily clad in a two piece bathing suit lounging by a swimming pool
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in three photographs (fig. 49).11 The third of which showcases the starlet, Linda Christians,
“emerging backward” from the pool—buttocks in center frame while she coyly looks over her
shoulder at the photographer—completed with a caption listing her hair color, eye color, height,
and weight (fig. 50).12 The punning title alludes to both her bombshell appearance and the recent
nuclear annihilation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 13 A further connection between female as
object of pleasure and atomic fission is portrayed in these images by the use of the two piece
bathing suit.14 The bikini is named after Bikini Atoll, the Pacific island which served as
America’s first postwar atomic test site.15 As such, the title merges with the figure to disrupt the
placement of absolute meaning—is she representative of the atomic bomb or is the atomic bomb
representative of her? Similar to the 1957 photograph of Miss Atomic Bomb, discussed in
relation to Lichtenstein’s Girl with Ball, the female figure becomes not only representative of the
American Dream and the atomic bomb used to uphold it, but also eroticizes the female form in
context with the atomic age.
Wesselmann started producing his aggressively confrontational Great American Nudes in
1961 with Great American Nude #1 (1961) (fig. 51), a series of erotically evocative female
nudes which would resonate for the rest of his career.16 Although the Great American Nudes
share many qualities with de Kooning’s Women, such as tightly cropped frames and bright
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colors, Wesselmann’s departure from abstraction acts as a different response to the existential
crisis following World War II and showcases, in unabashed appropriative realism, erotically
charged portrayals of female pleasure—ripe for consumption. The work was far more sexually
explicit than “soft-porn and pin up imagery,” circulating in magazines such as Playboy, which
first appeared in 1953.17 Thus, Wesselmann’s Nudes did not fit into any sort of classification of
circulated sexual imagery until the introduction of hard core pornography in the mid to late
1960s.18 Using hardened nipples, spread legs, and shaved vaginas, he portrayed “these women
without shame and devoid of prudery.”19 Further, his depictions of the female nude utilize his
girlfriend’s body gestures as figural poses to explore his own sexual outlook. 20 He stated: “I
made poses as metaphors for our sexual intimacy and attraction. They represented her sexuality,
not necessarily her.”21 “The sexiness” in his early Nudes resided in “their essentially abstract
qualities,” as the figures lacked explicitly erotic features, such as the lips, genitals, and breasts.22
However, Wesselmann began incorporating collaged and painted parts to heighten the eroticism
in the works. Great American Nude #53 (1964) (fig. 52) depicts a tightly cropped blonde from
bosom to forehead, her only discernable features are her nipples and an oversized smiling mouth.
The lips were appropriated from a billboard advertisement for Royal Crown cola, transforming
the original pleasure of a refreshing cola into a new sensual pleasure.23 Similarly, De Kooning’s
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Women series incorporated “toothy smiles” and other imagery directly taken from media
sources.24 The relationship created by the direct correlation between oral satiation during
physical intimacy and rehydration is heightened in Great American Nude #53 by the fact it is the
most realistic depiction in the scene. Further, the framing recalls comic strip compositions,
inviting a reading into the potential unspoken narrative of this atomic blonde as a leading lady.
Wesselmann’s use of his girlfriend’s sexual gestures as inspiration for the poses
juxtaposed with material from the mass media disrupts notions of the separation of the public
and private and engages with concepts of desire and consumption to expose societal constructs of
sexuality in the media and the female as object. Further, the title references both the “The Great
American Dream” and “The Great American Novel;”25 this connection between two cultural
aspirational concepts and the sexuality of the female nude reflects postwar cultural shifts and
asserts the aspirational quality of his Great American Nudes—this is the new atomic bombshell.
Jo-Anne Birnie Danzker, in “The Great American Nude,” argues that Wesselmann’s “Great
American Nudes represent the most extreme position of the male-female dialectic in
modernism.”26 This commodification turns the female figure into an object of consumption.27
His assemblages further this objectification by the incorporation of real objects into and
in front of his surfaces.28 Marco Livingstone, in “Telling It Like It Is,” notes “the emergence of
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eroticism in Wesselmann’s work in 1961 ... coincided precisely with his introduction of images
that function as blatant signs of American society.”29 Further, Whiting, in A Taste for Pop,
argues that Wesselmann’s suburban interiors, “embraced the middle-class economy of
domesticity and its standard consumer taste,” which directly relates to the growth of the middle
class following World War II. 30 Further, this expanding middle class, fostered by the G.I. Bill
(Serviceman’s Readjustment Act of 1944), moved to new suburban communities. 31 This
relocation of the middle class family fostered postwar materialism and an image of the ideal
family, as evidenced in televisions shows, such as Leave it to Beaver (1957-63) and Father
Knows Best (1954-62), as well as in countless advertisements and editorials aimed at the happy
homemakers of America. For instance, a 1950s Formica advertisement uses the tagline
“investment in happiness” paired with a newlywed couple modernizing their “dreary, ugly
kitchen!” (fig. 53).32 A 1959 Hotpoint dishwasher advertisement advises housewives (fig. 54):
“You have better things to do than doing dishes or scouring pots and pans.” 33 The accompanying
visual juxtaposes a fully loaded “do-it-all” dishwasher with an idealized family (including the
housewife) spending quality time together.
However, these representations of the American Dream function as more than
straightforward signs of the emerging middle class and are indicative of the landscape of
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optimism stemming in opposition to nuclear anxiety following the atomic bombings of Japan.
The August 20, 1945 edition of Newsweek pictured an atomic kitchen, among other utopian
visions of the atomic future.34 Innovation and modernization of kitchens were tantamount in the
postwar era, while other domestic spaces “were filled with an unremarkable assortment of
furniture in pseudo-historical styles.”35 This fixation on the kitchen and household appliances
speaks to human necessity in relation to technological advances. It relates atomic energy to a
familiar domestic landscape—a future that is attainable in a place that is accessible.
At the 1958 National Exhibition in Moscow, the RCA-Whirlpool Miracle Kitchen acted
as capitalist propaganda as the technologies featured did not actually exist and were used to
demonstrate American superiority over Soviet communism. Richard Nixon, then U.S. Vice
President, spoke of the benefits to Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev: “Let us start with some of
the things in this exhibit. You will see a house, a car, a television set – each of the newest and
most modern of its type we produce. But can only the rich in the United States afford such
things? If this were the case we would have to include in our definition of rich the millions of
America’s wage earners.”36 Nixon and Khrushchev were photographed during this “kitchen
debate” and the pictures were widely circulated in American mass media alongside the verbal
exchange between the two leaders. 37 The full-size replica kitchen, according to a Whirlpool
Corporation video presentation, can bake a cake in three minutes, wash, dry, and put away dishes
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electronically, and monitor the nursery and front door from a color television set connected to the
push-button control panel, among many other features.38 This collapse of reality and fantasy
apparent in the homes of the future reflects not only democratic superiority but also American
postwar optimism.
In this way, Wesselmann’s domestic interiors and still lifes echo the dissolution between
the ideal and real, where functioning televisions, radios, and clocks are paired with famous
paintings, recognizable American iconography, and branded commercial products. As such,
these works, such as Still Life #28 (1963) (fig. 55) and Still Life #38 (1964) (fig. 56) elicit, as a
contemporary reviewer calls it, “that everyman’s land between illusion and reality” by “shuffling
together magazine blow-ups and cut-outs, fine art reproductions, a bit of hand-painting, and
incorporating things such as a television set (in excellent working order), a radio (tuned in too),
and a sink unit (connected to a water source).”39 This “everyman’s land” reflects optimism as a
device to escape nuclear anxiety—bask in the dead-pan glow of consumerism because its
illusionism is better than reality. Livingstone, in “Telling It Like It Is,” comments: “The work of
art, as conceived by Wesselmann, does not simply comment on the world. Insistently present
before us, it demonstrably exists in real time, as an integral part of our immediate
environment.”40 Further, Wesselmann, writing under his pseudonym Slim Stealingworth, stated:
“He had learned in his usage of collage that a mix of various kinds of reality-based imagery can
produce many reverberations between these images. Similarly, he realized that real objects
reverberate interestingly with each other and with painted areas in a real-life context.”41
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However, this immediate environment is not reality; it is an amalgamation of contemporaneous
and historic symbolic devices puzzled together to create an illusionistic reality.
This illusionistic reality acts as a device similar to advertisement, using reality-based
imagery to communicate an idealistic world. Aaron Moulton argues, in American Pop Icons, that
“Wesselmann’s use of appliances such as telephones, radios, television sets, and clocks remained
faithful to and indeed further articulated one’s expectations of a product-filled American
household.”42 Communications theorist Marshall McLuhan, in Understanding Media: The
Extensions of Man, discusses media devices, including those listed above, as extensions of man
and expounds on what each of these extensions signals on an individual and societal level, noting
“that the personal and social consequences of any medium … result from the new scale that is
introduced into our affairs by … any new technology.”43 Thereby, the atomic bomb, as a new
technology, directly caused personal and social consequences. McLuhan notes in regards to the
radio: “Radio is provided with its cloak of invisibility, like any other medium. It comes to us
ostensibly with person-to-person directness that is private and intimate, while in more urgent
fact, it is really a subliminal echo chamber of magical power to touch remote and forgotten
chords.”44 Further, he connects the radio as a device to fulfill the Platonic political structure on a
global scale: “that the proper size of a city was indicted by the number of people who could hear
the voice of a public speaker.” 45 In this way, the radio acts as machinery to transmit messages to
the masses—for better or worse. In regards to clocks, McLuhan argues the mechanical clock
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“helps to create the image of a numerically quantified and mechanically powered universe.” 46 He
also argues the West’s development of time as a “pattern of arbitrary and uniform
measurements” separates time from “the rhythms of human experience.” 47 In this way,
McLuhan’s “magic” radio and time’s disconnect from human experience resonate in
Wesselmann’s Still Lifes by communicating with the viewer visually, orally, and viscerally in
order to create idealistic tableaus based on reality.
The working clock in Still Life #38 relays the correct time while the radio plays programs
“as they are emitted over the air waves,” and “can be tuned to receive and broadcast any of the
local stations.”48 As such, the radio becomes a device to convey “sensations of desire fulfilled to
the point of satiation,” as viewers can, on a theoretical level, control the dial to play whatever
they desire.49 But a viewer, unable to touch the artwork, cannot control the dial and is thus
reminded that a radio is a one-way communication device. In context with McLuhan, it also
relates the work as an intimate space, as if the viewer is being spoken to directly, but the
information conveyed is controlled—the station and the volume level are fixed. Thus,
heightening a tension between viewer and environment. Further, the radio and clock, as
culturally constructed devices, paired with culturally constructed symbolic gestures of
conventional still lifes—flowers and fruit—question how objects become objects of desire, and
thus, objects for consumption. In relation to McLuhan’s discussion of clocks, time heightens
human desire because it creates duration and thus impatience due to its creation of a delay
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between two events, regardless of its arbitrary nature.50 Similar to advertisements, Wesselmann’s
objects become idolized in his appropriation by featuring products that become the idolatry of
American consumer society via intimacy with the viewer and a heightening of consumer desire.
This idolization is particularly apparent in his large scale still-life works, such as Sill Life
#35 (1963) (fig. 57). Wesselmann appropriated actual billboard sheets from companies in order
to “change the scale of traditional still life from intimate to monumental.”51 Sill Life #35
juxtaposes a six-pack of Royal Crown cola, mass-produced white bread, a can of Libby’s beef
stew, cigarettes forming smokestacks, and a Pan Am airplane flying over a coastal city with
traditional still life elements—two lemons, a red vase, and a blue striped table cloth. As such, the
monumentality of consumerism, both visual and commercial, is presented as a new American
landscape. Moulton argues, in American Pop Icons: “The American postwar commercialization
and commodification, with its attitude ‘more is better,’ is the vision put forth in Wesselmann’s
Still Life series.”52 Further, I argue this canvas contains an allusion to the development of this
postwar fixation on consumerism and commercialism following World War II by the inclusion
of the airplane over a coastal city—subtlety suggesting a connection between the drop of the
atomic bomb via airplane on Hiroshima, a coastal city, and the American postwar economic
boom. Postwar prosperity does not exist without war; thus postwar American consumer society
cannot exist without violence. As such, Sill Life #35 acts as both commentary on consumer
desire and advertises its violent origination.
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A different sort of violence permeating mass culture is alluded to in Bathtub Collage #2
(1963) (fig. 58), a bathroom interior. The striking left portion is almost completely
monochromatic—a red shower curtain pulled to center frame reveals a smiling rosy-hued woman
speaking on a pink telephone in a red tiled bathtub complete with a matching red towel hanging
overhead. While the right portion of the frame contains shelves crowded with toiletries over a
roll of toilet paper and the tank and seat of a toilet. This juxtaposition suggests a connection to
Psycho (1960). The film was considered controversial due to its unprecedented depictions of sex
and violence; further, it was the first instance of a flushing toilet in mainstream media. In light of
Psycho’s infamous shower scene, Wesselmann’s bathtub becomes blood soaked. In this way,
Bathtub Collage #2 reflects America’s postwar fixation on violence in the aftermath of World
War II. Thus, the intertwining of violence, consumption, and desire in his domestic interiors and
in his Still Life series acts as a reflection of postwar American society.
These themes of consumption and desire realized (at least through fantasy) resonate in
Wesselmann’s recurring motifs. For instance, Still Life #38, shares motifs with Great American
Nude #53 (also dated 1964)—an orange, red flowers in a vase, and the inherent Americana of
red, white, and blue. Further, connections can be made between objects that do not have an
obvious pair. Both the radio and the Royal Crown cola lips represent communication devices, the
radio as vocal information technology and the lips as visual advertising, while the cherry-topped
sundae connects visually to the female’s nipples—a not-so-subtle allusion to eroticism and sex.
This echoing supports both works’ existence in real time (they are not isolated art objects
existing in a void) and asserts the connection between desire, consumption, art, and life. Thus,
the presentation of appropriated visual information in Wesselmann’s Great American Nudes and
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his assemblages reveal underlying cultural structures of eroticism, consumer desire, and
violence, and perhaps most importantly, how each functions in American consumer society.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION

The cultural structures of postwar America resonate in the works of the artists discussed
here: Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, and Tom Wesselmann. Warhol’s machine-like mimicking
of mass media via appropriation exposes the inherent manipulation of reality present in cultural
constructions. Lichtenstein collapses the mass media and art by appropriating commercial
fragments and processes to reveal the inherent ambiguity of communication and narrative
structures. Wesselmann recalls traditional art notions while incorporating the everyday,
collapsing art and life, to engage with the functions of pleasure, consumption, and desire in
society. However, it is important to note ideological tensions of postwar American society are
also present in other Pop artists.
James Rosenquist (1933-2017), mural painter turned Pop artist, was known for his
billboard sized works composed of fragmented media imagery. He concedes his preoccupation
with the American condition in an interview: “I think of myself as an American artist, growing
up in America, thinking about America.” 1 Further, Rosenquist admits to his own interest in
American political tensions in President Elect (1960-61) (fig. 59), stating: “President Elect is
about an empty promise,” appropriating a “flat, ugly Chevrolet” to “suggest terror by metaphor,
[because] it was stronger than showing terror.” 2 His interest in organizing found fragments into
allegories is exemplified in Painting for the American Negro (1962-63) (fig. 60), where he
inserted “charged tokens of race” among “neutral” subject matter from previous work. 3
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Rosenquist’s F-111 (1965) (fig. 61), a massive montage (consisting of a series of panels
measuring 86’ by 10’), incorporates commonplace motifs with the fighter-bomber military
aircraft named in the title. As such, it acts as the most poignant example of the artist’s interest in
making a statement on contemporaneous happenings. A New York Times article, published
February 17, 1968, quotes the director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Thomas P.F. Hoving,
declaring: “the work ‘makes an important and timely statement,’ not only because of its form and
expression ‘but sociologically as well.’” 4 This, in conjunction with a Metropolitan Museum of
Art spokesman describing F-111 as a “painted commentary on the industrial-military aspect of
the American scene,” in the same article, reveals how deliberate atomic bomb iconography (a
mushroom cloud) combined with motifs from consumer advertising and photojournalism (cake, a
Firestone tire, etc.) becomes a statement on the post-nuclear landscape in America. 5 In these
works, President Elect, Painting for the American Negro, and F-111, Rosenquist engages with
social, political, and economic conflicts present in postwar America: “youthful impatience,
generational divides, agonistic energies, democratic sympathies, and [other] principled positions
to be fought for.”6
Other Pop artists, such as Claes Oldenburg (1929- ), were more interested in societal and
artistic constructions of value. Oldenburg blurs the line between art and commodity in his work. 7
For instance, The Store (1961) (fig. 62) was a storefront where the artist sold his wares,
sculptures of everyday items constructed from plaster and painted, outside the traditional
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institution system of museums and galleries. Oldenburg called it the Ray Gun Manufacturing
Company, a further allusion to a subconscious violence resonating in mass media. His
appropriation from life, both in his use of a commercial storefront and his renditions of common
objects as art objects, denies conventional art notions and reveals tensions in the construction of
value in American society. While his soft sculptures presented abstracted versions of real
objects, particularly those for consumption. In September 1962, he exhibited Floor Burger (fig.
63), Floor Cake, and Floor Cone (all 1962) at the Green Gallery, New York. These monumental
sculptures, made with fabric, enlarged symbols of postwar American consumer society to
question traditional modes of sculpture. The larger-than-life quality of these symbols engage
with other works of the period and demonstrate the prominence of consumer objects as icons in
postwar American society.
Marisol Escobar (1930-2016), commonly referred to as Marisol, produced assemblages
that appropriated female identities in order to comment on the social roles of gender in the
postwar period (fig. 64). Her work produces and disrupts “established codes of femininity”
through masquerade and mimicry. 8 Similar to other Pop artists, she incorporates the everyday
into her assemblages but her overt use of femininity separates her work. This position reveals
Marisol’s work as not only revelatory of social tensions inherent to postwar American society
but also revelatory of tensions in postwar American art.9 Thus, the work of Warhol, Lichtenstein,
and Wesselmann, in context with Rosenquist, Oldenburg, and Marisol invite continued
conversations of how Pop art reflects postwar America and informs not only the development of
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cool objectivity, and in turn, Pop art seen next to her work gained a greater currency as detached and controlled.”
9
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contemporaneous artists, but also, continues to influence postmodern art in more revelatory
terms than as straightforward signs of consumer society.10
In this paper, I have presented a selection of works by prominent Pop artists that show a
clear presence of nuclear anxieties present in postwar American society. The use of appropriation
grounds the work in the contemporaneous moment while allowing for a more complex reading of
postwar cultural practices. However, these idealistic portrayals of postwar America permeate
with violence, consumer desire, life, sex, and death. This posits the work as propaganda. Thus, I
contend Pop art is neither celebration nor critique; it is neither a reflection nor a response; Pop
art is a direct manifestation of postwar culture revealing the profound social, economic, and
political impact of War World II on America—signs of the American nightmare veiled as
symbols of the American Dream.

10

Lisa Pasquariello, "Ed Ruscha and the Language that He Used," October 111 (Winter, 2005), 84. Pasquariello
argues: “[Pop art’s] words and images were (and are) mainly considered straightforward, if oversized, inventories of
an increasingly pervasive, mass-media-driven American popular culture.”
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APPENDIX
FIGURES

Figure 1. Richard Hamilton, Just what is it that makes today's homes so different, so appealing?,
1956, collage, 10.25 × 9.75 in., Kunsthalle Tübingen.

Figure 2. “Hiroshima Atom Bomb No. 1 Obliterated It,” Life, August 25, 1945.
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Figure 3. “Nagasaki Atom Bomb No. 2 Disemboweled It,” Life, August 25, 1945.

Figure 4. Source for Warhol’s Hospital (1963); “The Abiding Truths of 'Our Town,'” Life,
September 7, 1962.
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Figure 5. Andy Warhol, Hospital, 1963, silkscreen ink and pencil on linen, 107 ¼ x 82 ⅞ in.,
collection of the Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh.

Figure 6. Andy Warhol, Gangster Funeral, 1963, silkscreen ink, acrylic, and pencil on linen, 105
x 75 5/8 in., collection of the Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh.
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Figure 7. Source for Warhol’s Gangster Funeral (1963); “The Abiding Truths of 'Our Town,'”
Life, September 7, 1962.

Figure 8. Andy Warhol, Tuna Fish Disaster, 1963, silver paint and silkscreen ink on linen, 53
1/2 in. x 69 1/2 in., the Doris and Donald Fisher Collection at the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, San Francisco.
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Figure 9. Andy Warhol, Five Deaths on Orange, 1963, synthetic polymer paint and silkscreen
ink on canvas, 30 x 30 in., private collection.

Figure 10. United Press International (UPI) photograph that served as the source image for the
Five Deaths paintings, circa early 1960s. Archives of the Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh.
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Figure 11. Helmut Krone and Julian Koenig with Doyle Dane Bernbach Agency, print
advertisement, Volkswagen America, 1959, DDB Advertising Archives, Hartman Center, Duke
University.

Figure 12. Andy Warhol, Close Cover Before Striking (Pepsi-Cola), 1962, acrylic, pencil,
Letraset, and sandpaper on linen, 72 x 54 in., Museum Ludwig, Cologne.
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Figure 13. Andy Warhol, Close Cover Before Striking (Coca-Cola), 1962, acrylic, pencil,
Letraset, and sandpaper on linen, 72 x 54 in., Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebaek,
Denmark.

Figure 14. Andy Warhol, Dance Diagram [6], 1962, casein and pencil on linen, 69 ¾ x 54 in.,
Daros Collection, Switzerland.
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Figure 15. Illustration from Atomics for Millions (1947) by Maxwell Eidinoff and Hyman
Ruchlis.

Figure 16. Andy Warhol, Jackie Triptych, 1964, acrylic paint, spray paint, and silkscreen ink on
linen, each: 20 in. x 16 in., the Doris and Donald Fisher Collection at the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art, San Francisco.
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Figure 17. Andy Warhol, Liz #5, 1963, acrylic and silkscreen ink on canvas, 40 x 40 in,
Sonnabend Collection.

Figure 18. Andy Warhol, Marilyn Diptych, 1962, acrylic paint on canvas, 80.88 in × 114 in.,
Tate, London.
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Figure 19. Andy Warhol, Double Elvis, 1963, silkscreen ink on synthetic polymer paint on
canvas, 6' 11" x 53", Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Figure 20. Source for Warhol’s Double Elvis (1963). Film still from Flaming Star (1960).
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Figure 21. G.I. Blues (1960) lobby card.

Figure 22. Installation view of the Ferus Gallery in Los Angeles exhibiting Warhol’s Presley
portraits.
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Figure 23. Andy Warhol, Vote McGovern, 1972, screenprint, 42 x 41 15/16 in, Museum of
Modern Art, New York.

Figure 24. Roy Lichtenstein, The Death of Jane McCrea, 1951, oil on canvas, 42 x 34 in., private
collection.
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Figure 25. John Vanderlyn, The Murder of Jane McCrea, 1804, oil on canvas, 32 ½ x 26 ½ in.,
Wadsworth Athenaeum, Hartford.

Figure 26. Roy Lichtenstein, Explorer, 1952, oil on canvas, 16 x 14 in., Butler Institute of
American Art, Youngstown, Ohio.
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Figure 27. Advertisement for Libby, McNeill, and Libby’s Cooked Corn Beef, reproduced in
“The Opening of the West: Its Dramatic Events Told in Paintings,” from Life, July 4, 1949.

Figure 28. Roy Lichtenstein, Washington Crossing the Delaware I, c. 1951, oil on canvas, 26 x
32 in., private collection.
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Figure 29. Emmanuel Gottlieb Leutze, Washington Crosses the Delaware, 1851, oil on canvas,
149 x 255 in., Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Figure 30. Roy Lichtenstein, George Washington, 1962, oil on canvas, 51 x 38 in., collection of
Jean-Christophe Castelli.
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Figure 31. Roy Lichtenstein, Woman with Flowered Hat, 1963, oil and magna on canvas, 50 1/8
x 40 ¼ in., private collection.

Figure 32. Pablo Picasso, Woman with the Flowered Hat, 1939-40, oil on canvas, 28 x 23 in.,
Morton G. Neumann Family Collection, Chicago.
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Figure 33. Roy Lichtenstein, Non-Objective I, 1964, oil and magna on canvas, 56 x 48 in., Eli
and Edythe L. Broad Collection.

Figure 34. Roy Lichtenstein, Brushstrokes, 1965, oil and magna on canvas, 48 x 48 in., private
collection.
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Figure 35. Panel from “The Painting,” in Strange Suspense Stories, no. 72 (October 1964),
Charlton Comics.

Figure 36. Roy Lichtenstein, Okay, Hot-Shot!, 1963, oil and magna on canvas, 80 x 68 in., David
Geffen Collection.
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Figure 37. Source for Lichtenstein’s Okay, Hot-Shot! (1963). Russ Heath, panel from “Haunted
Tank vs. Killer Tank,” in G.I. Combat, no. 94 (June-July 1962), D.C Comics.

Figure 38. Source for Lichtenstein’s Okay, Hot-Shot! (1963). Russ Heath, panel from “Aces
Wild,” in All American Men of War, no. 89 (January-February 1962), D.C. Comics.
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Figure 39. Roy Lichtenstein, Hopeless, 1963, oil and acrylic paint on canvas, 44 x 44 in.,
Kunstmuseum Basel, Ludwig Collection.

Figure 40. Source for Lichtenstein’s Hopeless (1963). Tony Abruzzo with lettering by Ira
Schnapp, panel from “Run for Love!” in Secret Hearts, no. 83 (November 1962), D.C. Comics.
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Figure 41. Roy Lichtenstein, Girl with Ball, 1961, oil on canvas, 60 1/4 x 36 ¼ in., Museum of
Modern Art, New York.

Figure 42. Advertisement for Mount Airy Lodge, New York Times, early 1960s.
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Figure 43. Pablo Picasso, Bather with Beach Ball, Boisegeloup, August 1932, oil on canvas, 57
5/8 x 45 1/8 in., Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Figure 44. Photograph of Miss Atomic Bomb, Lee A. Merlin, c. 1957, by Don English, a Las
Vegas News Bureau photographer.
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Figure 45. Roy Lichtenstein, Atomic Burst, 1965, acrylic on board, 24 x 24 in., collection of the
Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, Benjamin J. Tillar Memorial Trust.

Figure 46. Roy Lichtenstein, Sinking Sun, 1964, oil and magna on canvas, 68 x 80 in., Helman
Collection, New York.
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Figure 47. War flag of the Imperial Japanese Army (1870-1945); commonly referred to as the
“Rising Sun Flag.”

Figure 48. Willem de Kooning, Woman I, 1950-52, oil on canvas, 6' 3 7/8" x 58", Museum of
Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 49. “Anatomic Bomb,” Life, September 3, 1945.

Figure 50. “Anatomic Bomb,” Life, September 3, 1945.
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Figure 51. Tom Wesselmann, Great American Nude #1, 1961, mixed media and collage on
board, 48 x 48 in., collection of Claire Wesselmann.

Figure 52. Tom Wesselmann, Great American Nude #53, 1964, oil and collage on board, (2
sections), each 120 x 96 in., collection of Tom Wesselmann.
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Figure 53. “Investment in Happiness,” Advertisement, Formica Group, c. 1950s.

Figure 54. “Let Hotpoint Take Over,” Advertisement, Hotpoint Electric Heating Company, 1959.
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Figure 55. Tom Wesselmann, Still Life #28, 1963, acrylic, collage, and working TV on board, 48
x 60 in., private collection.

Figure 56. Tom Wesselmann, Still Life #38, 1964, oil, acrylic, collage, and assemblage, (incl.
working clock and radio), 22 x 23 ½ x 8 in., private collection.
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Figure 57. Tom Wesselmann, Still-Life #35, 1963, oil and collage on canvas, 120 x 192 in.
overall, on four canvases, collection of Claire Wesselmann.

Figure 58. Tom Wesselmann, Bathroom Collage #2, 1963, mixed media, collage, and
assemblage on board, 48 x 72 x 6.69 in., New Tokyo Metropolitan Museum Project, Tokyo.
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Figure 59. James Rosenquist, President Elect, 1960-61, oil on masonite, 84 x 144 in., Musée
National d’Art Moderne, Centres Georges Pompidou, Paris.

Figure 60. James Rosenquist, Painting for the American Negro, 1962-63, oil on canvas, 80 x 210
in., National Gallery of Canada.
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Figure 61. James Rosenquist, F-111, 1964-65, oil on canvas with aluminum, twenty-three
sections, 10 x 86', Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Figure 62. Claes Oldenburg, The Store, 1961, installation view.
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Figure 63. Claes Oldenburg, Floor Burger, 1962, acrylic on canvas filled with foam rubber and
cardboard boxes, 52 x 84 in., Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto, Canada.

Figure 64. Marisol, Women and Dog, 1964, wood, plaster, synthetic polymer, taxidermied dog
head and miscellaneous items. 73 9/16 × 76 5/8 × 26 3/4 in., Whitney Museum of American Art,
New York.
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